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ABSTRACT

This paper extends the previous research of the authors on the unified representation of fall velocities for
both liquid and crystalline particles as a power law over the entire size range of hydrometeors observed in
the atmosphere. The power-law coefficients are determined as continuous analytical functions of the Best
or Reynolds number or of the particle size. Here, analytical expressions are formulated for the turbulent
corrections to the Reynolds number and to the power-law coefficients that describe the continuous tran-
sition from the laminar to the turbulent flow around a falling particle. A simple analytical expression is
found for the correction of fall velocities for temperature and pressure. These expressions and the resulting
fall velocities are compared with observations and other calculations for a range of ice crystal habits and
sizes. This approach provides a continuous analytical power-law description of the terminal velocities of
liquid and crystalline hydrometeors with sufficiently high accuracy and can be directly used in bin-resolving
models or incorporated into parameterizations for cloud- and large-scale models and remote sensing tech-
niques.

1. Introduction

The results of many previous experimental studies of
cloud drop and ice crystal terminal velocities have been
parameterized in the form of the empirical power laws
(e.g., Rogers 1976; Starr and Cox 1985a,b; Pruppacher
and Klett 1997; see a detailed review in Mitchell 1996).
Such parameterizations are simple and convenient and
have been used in many cloud models with both pa-
rameterized bulk microphysics (e.g., Starr and Cox
1985a,b; Mitchell 1988, 1994; Cotton and Anthes 1989;
Tao et al. 1991; Fu et al. 1995; Krueger et al. 1995;
Morrison et al. 2005a,b), and explicit spectral micro-
physics (e.g., Jensen et al. 1994; Khvorostyanov 1995;
Khvorostyanov et al. 2003), in general circulation mod-
els (GCMs; e.g., Fowler et al. 1996), and in remote
sensing studies (e.g., Sassen 1980; Matrosov and

Heymsfield 2000). However, previous power-law pa-
rameterizations of the terminal velocities have been
mostly empirical and their dependence on the param-
eters of the particle and atmosphere were often uncer-
tain, including the temperature–pressure dependence
(i.e., height dependence).

Based upon research by Abraham (1970), Beard
(1980) found an analytical expression for the relation of
the Reynolds number Re and the Best or Davies num-
ber X for the drops that served as a platform for the
further studies of the terminal velocity Vt. Böhm (1989,
1992) extended this approach and applied it to both
drops and crystals. However, these Re–X relations and
the resulting fall speeds were of algebraic and not of the
power-law form. Mitchell (1996, hereafter M96) found
a physically based power law for the Re–X relation and
for the terminal velocity Vt of hydrometeors for each of
four ranges of X. M96 formulated this theory in terms
of the mass–size and area–size parameters, and com-
piled a set of these parameters for various crystal hab-
its. Hence, M96 provided an improved physical basis
for the parameterization of the terminal velocity of hy-
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drometeors. This approach was developed further by
Heymsfield and Iaquinta (2000), who applied it for
evaluation of Vt for bullet rosettes and columns in
cirrus.

The research of M96 was extended by Khvorosty-
anov and Curry (2002, hereafter KC02), who improved
upon the discontinuous nature of the M96 parameter-
ization with an analytical power-law-type representa-
tions for the Re–X relation and for fall velocities with
coefficients as continuous functions of X or particle di-
ameter D for the entire size range. KC02 applied these
equations for evaluation of the fall speeds and found
good agreement with experimental data for droplets
and several crystal habits.

Mitchell and Heymsfield (2005, hereafter MH05)
pointed out that application of KC02 scheme for some
crystal habits that reach large sizes leads to an overes-
timation of the fall speeds, especially for large aggre-
gates, and better agreement is reached with alternate
values of the parametric constants recommended by
Böhm (1989, 1992). In addition, MH05 showed that
even using the parameters for the crystals, the fall
speeds of large crystal aggregates evaluated with KC02
scheme are overestimated and suggested improving this
scheme by introducing some empirical corrections to
the KC02 power-law coefficients.

In this paper, we develop further our previous
scheme, KC02. The KC02 scheme is improved by two
modifications: (i) the use of the constants for crystals
recommended by Böhm, and (ii) with account for the
turbulent corrections to Reynolds number and to the
coefficients of the power law. No further empirical cor-
rections are needed and the fall speeds of both droplets
and crystals (including large aggregates and hail) can be
evaluated with this scheme with sufficiently high accu-
racy.

The structure of this paper is as follows. The basic
equations are given in section 2, and the turbulence
corrections are derived in section 3. Asymptotic values
of the coefficients of power laws for the Re–X relation
and for the fall speeds are obtained in section 4. Section
5 is devoted to the corrections of terminal velocities for
temperature and pressure. In section 6, the expressions
for Re–X relation and drag coefficients are evaluated
for drops and crystals with special attention paid to the
turbulent corrections. Applications of this scheme are
described for various crystal habits from relatively
small crystals to aggregates and hail.

2. Basic equations

The general expression for terminal velocity of a fall-
ing body, Vt, is given by equating the drag force FD to

the difference of the gravitational force mg � �b vb g
and the buoyancy force Fb � �F vb g:

Vt � �2�|mg � Fb|�
�FACD

�1�2

�� 2g�b

CDA ��b

�F
� 1��1�2

, �2.1�

where the following parameters are defined for the fall-
ing body: maximum dimension D, mass m, density �b,
projected area A, and volume �b. The fluid in which the
body is falling is defined by its density �F, dynamic
viscosity �, and kinematic viscosity � � �/�F. The pa-
rameter g is the gravitational acceleration and CD is the
drag coefficient. The notation |. . .| refers to absolute
value, since here we consider the positive differences,
that is, falling bodies if they are denser than the fluid
(�b 	 �F) and rising bodies in the opposite case �b 
 �F.
For hydrometeors in the air, �b � �F, and the term �1
under the absolute value sign can be neglected (note
that for sand particles in the ocean or for the drop-
sondes or radiosondes in the air, �b/�F � 1, and the �1
term should be retained).

The primary challenge in evaluating (2.1) is to deter-
mine the value of CD. Following Abraham (1970), the
drag coefficient is represented as a function of the
Reynolds number (Re),

CD � C0�1 � �0�Re1�2�2, �2.2�

where C0 is the drag coefficient for the potential flow
without friction around the assembly of the body and its
boundary layer, 0 is the boundary layer depth, and

Re �
VtD

�
�

VtD�F

�
. �2.3�

The Davies (or Best) number X is related to Re by

X � CD Re2 �2.4a�

�
2|mg � Fb|�FD2

A�2 �
2vb|�b � �F|gD2

A�F�2 . �2.4b�

Beard (1980) and Böhm (1989, 1992) found an analyti-
cal Re–X relation by substituting (2.2) into (2.4a),

Re � ��0
2 �4���1 � C1X1�2�1�2 � 1�2, �2.5�

where C1 � 4/(2
0C1/2

0 ).
Based upon (2.5), M96 expressed the relation be-

tween Re and X as

Re�X� � aReXbRe. �2.6�

M96 found the best numerical fits for aRe, bRe in four X
intervals for 10�2 
 X 
 108. KC02 extended this work
by determining expressions of aRe and bRe as continu-
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ous analytical functions of X over the entire range of its
variation as

aRe�X� �
Re�X�

XbRe
�

�0
2

4
��1 � C1X1�2�1�2 � 1�2

XbRe
, �2.7�

bRe�X� � X
Re�

Re

�
C1X1�2

2��1 � C1X1�2�1�2 � 1��1 � C1X1�2�1�2 , �2.8�

where the prime means the derivative by X. Expressing
the drag coefficient from (2.4a) as CD � X/Re2 and
substituting (2.6) into (2.1), KC02 obtained the follow-
ing expression for the terminal velocity:

Vt � aRe�1�2bRe�2|mg � Fb|
�FA �bRe

D2bRe � 1 �2.9�

�aRe�1�2bRe�2vbg

A ��b

�F
� 1��bRe

D2bRe � 1. �2.10�

If the objects can be characterized by the mass–
dimension m–D and area–dimension A–D relations,

m � 	D
, A � �D�, �2.11�

as, for example, in M96 for hydrometeors, substituting
(2.11) into (2.9) and neglecting Fb, yields a power-law-
like representation for the fall velocity as a function of D,

Vt � A�D
B�, �2.12�

A� � aRe�a
bRe � 1�1�2bRe�2	g

� �bRe

, �2.13�

B� � bRe�
 � � � 2� � 1. �2.14�

Equation (2.14) is the same as in M96, where the coef-
ficients aRe, bRe were fitted in the four X intervals, and
(2.13) is written in the form that allows easier deriva-
tion of the altitude correction for Vt. In the approach
described here, following KC02, we employ a continu-
ous power-law representation of the terminal velocity
over the entire particle size range, which is achieved by
using continuous coefficients aRe, bRe defined by (2.7),
(2.8). The values 0 � 9.06, C0 � 0.292 were used in
KC02 for the drops and crystals yielding a good agree-
ment with experiment for the drops and a reasonable
agreement for the relatively small crystal fractions.

MH05 noted that application of the KC02 scheme for
single crystals becomes better with use of the values
0 � 5.83, C0 � 0.6 recommended by Böhm (1989,
1992) for crystals; however even with these parameters
application for crystal aggregates of KC02 scheme
based on Böhm’s relation (2.5) may lead to overesti-
mation of the fall speeds by up to 30%. To remove this

discrepancy, MH05 modified Böhm’s relation (2.5) for
applications for aggregates by adding an additional em-
pirical term

ReMH�X� � ReBB�X� � a0Xb0, �2.15�

where ReBB is Beard–Böhm’s Re–X relation (2.5), a0 �
1.7 � 10�3, b0 � 0.8, and then MH05 accordingly modi-
fied the KC02 power-law relations (2.6)–(2.8).

This modification allowed MH05 to reach a better
agreement with observed fall speeds for crystal aggre-
gates. Note that such modification is valid for a limited
range of X, since Re in (2.15) reach a maximum at X �
109 and then decreases with growing X; an asymptotic
analysis of (2.15) shows that Re becomes negative at X
 (C1/2

0 a0)�1/(b0�1/2) � 4 � 109. Since even for the larg-
est snow aggregates X � 107 (see Fig. 2 in MH05), the
approach by MH05 is valid with a good accuracy for the
entire size range of snow aggregates. The other falling
bodies may reach greater values of X  109. For in-
stance, for the large hailstones 2.5–10 cm, Re reaches 3
� 104 � 3.2 � 105, and X reaches 109 � 1011 [see Fig.
3 in Böhm (1989) and Fig. 9 in M96]. Comparable val-
ues are observed for the dropsondes. Such objects may
require different corrections for the large sizes.

It is shown below that an empirical modification is
not necessary if appropriate turbulent corrections are
introduced into the KC02 scheme, which allows con-
tinuous representation of Re(X) over the entire X
range up to the values characteristic for largest hail-
stones with D � 5–10 cm, and even up to the larger
values X 	 1011 (Re 	 3 � 105) characteristic for drop-
sondes and radiosondes.

3. Turbulence corrections

When Re approaches �103, CD begins to increase,
which is caused by the effects of turbulence in the flow.
Böhm (1992) suggested an analytical parameterization
of CD in this transitional regime, whereby the turbulent
drag coefficient CDt is related to the CDl in a laminar
flow using an interpolation function �(X),

CDt�X� � CDl�X���1�X�, �3.1�

��X� �
1 � �X�X0�k

1 � Ct�X�X0�k . �3.2�

Limiting values of � are � � 1 at small X � X0, and
�� � Ct

�1 at large X � X0. Böhm (1992) used fixed
values Ct � 1.6, k � 2, X0 � 6.7 � 106 for drops and
X0 � 2.8 � 106 for crystals. The value of Ct � 1.6
characterizes an observed in some experiments increase
of 60% in the drag coefficient caused by turbulence
(see review in Böhm 1992), while Mitchell (1996) used
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Ct � 1.3 to better conform to the data from Knight and
Heymsfield (1983).

Here we generalize Böhm’s parameterization. First,
substitute (3.1) into (2.4a),

Ret�X� � X1�2�CDt
1�2 � Rel�X����X��1�2, �3.3�

where Ret is the turbulent Reynolds number and Rel is
the “laminar” Reynolds number described by Beard–
Böhm’s relation (2.5). Following KC02, Rel can be for-
mulated as a power law analogous to (2.6)–(2.8), and
then (3.3) provides an analytical representation of the
Re–X relation corrected for turbulence. Substituting
(3.3) into (2.8) for bRe, we obtain the coefficient bRe,t

corrected for turbulence,

bRe,t�X� � X Ret
��X�� Ret�X� �bRe,l�X� � �bRe,t�X�,

�3.4�

where bRe,l � XRe�l /Rel is the value of bRe for the lami-
nar flow defined in (2.8) and �bRe,t is the turbulent
correction

�bRe,t �
X

2
��

�
� �

k�Ct � 1�zk

2�1 � zk��1 � Ctz
k�

, �3.5�

where z � X/X0. Substituting (3.3) into (2.7) we find
for aRe

aRe,t�X� �
Ret�X�

XbRe,t
� aRe,l�X��t�X�, �3.6�

where aRe,l is the value for the laminar flow defined by
(2.7) and �t is its turbulent correction

aRe,l �
Rel�X�

XbRe,l
, �t�X� �

���X��1�2

X�bRe,t
. �3.7�

The corrections �bRe,t and �t are described in more
detail later in sections 4 and 6.

4. Asymptotic values

The analytical representation of aRe, bRe, A�, B� as
given above allows for straightforward estimate of the
asymptotic limits, which is useful for estimation of the
limiting behavior of the fall velocities. It is seen from
(2.7), (2.8) that the asymptotic values of aRe, bRe are
reached at C1X1/2 � 1, and C1X1/2 � 1. Thus, a scaling
Best parameter Xsc can be introduced from the condi-
tion C1X1/2

sc � 1, or Xsc � 1/C2
1 � 4

0C0/16, corresponding
to Xsc � 122 for drops (rigid spheres) and Xsc � 43 for
crystals with values of C0 and 0 cited above. The value
of Xsc separates the two regimes for small and large
particles or the regimes of potential (X � Xsc) and

aerodynamical (X � Xsc) flows. The scheme for Vt

above is based upon Abraham’s (1970) theory of the
boundary layer, which should be valid for Re � 1.
Beard (1980) showed that Abraham’s theory can be
extended to the small particle limit, which reduces to
Stokes law for drops and appears to be valid with high
accuracy for Re � 1 also. The analytical schemes in
KC02 and this work allow obtaining analytical asymp-
totics both at X � Xsc,, and X � Xsc,.

For X � Xsc,, the asymptotic values for aRe,l, bRe,l are
obtained from (2.7) and (2.8) by expanding into the
power series

bRe,l�X� � 1, aRe,l�X� � 1��C0�0
2�. �4.1�

This yields aRe,l � 0.0417 for drops and aRe,l � 0.049 for
crystals, in a good agreement with Mitchell’s (1996) fit
aRe � 0.0439, bRe � 0.97 in the range of smallest X �
0.01 to 10. Since �(X) � 1 at X � Xsc,, the limits of aRe,t,
bRe,t are the same.

M96 and then KC02 found the Stokes limit of Vt for
small particles that can be obtained by substitution of
asymptotic values for aRe, bRe from (4.1) into (2.12)–
(2.14), which yields

Vt�r� � A�D
B� � A�rr

B�, �4.2�

A� �
4�wg

3�0
2C0�

, A�r �
16�wg

3�0
2C0�

, B� � 2. �4.3�

Using 0 � 9.06, C0 � 0.292 gives A�r � 1.2 � 106 cm�1

s�1, that is, the Stokes constant for the drops, while
(4.2) yields the Stokes law Vt � r2. These expressions
are used in section 5 for verification of the temperature
and pressure dependence of the fall speeds for small
particles.

In the opposite limit, X � Xsc, it follows from (2.7),
(2.8) that

bRe,l � 1�2, aRe,l � 1�C0
1�2, �4.4�

resulting in aRe,l � 1.86 for drops and 1.29 for crystals.
The turbulent corrections influence the behavior of
aRe,t, bRe,t in the region of large X, which is determined
by the major change of the function �(X) around X0.
With the choice X0 � 2.8 � 106 for crystals as in Böhm
(1992), evaluation of �(X) and of aRe,t(X), bRe,t(X)
described in section 6 shows that this region extends
from X1t � 3 � 104 (Re � 2 � 102) to X2t � 108 (Re �
104). It is seen from (3.5) that the turbulent correction
�bRe,t tends to zero at asymptotically large X as 1/X2,
and (3.4) shows that turbulence does not effect bRe,t at
very large X 	 X2t and its asymptotic value coincides
with that for the laminar flow. Equation (3.7) shows
that since at sufficiently large X 	 X2t, �bRe,t → 0, then
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�(X) → [�(X)]1/2 → 1/C1/2
t , so that the asymptotic val-

ues of aRe,t and bRe,t are

bRe,t � 1�2, aRe,t � 1��C0
1�2Ct

1�2� � 1.02 �4.5�

(with Ct � 1.6), and asymptotic relations between the
coefficients with and without turbulent corrections are

bRe,t � bRe,l, aRe,t � aRe,l�Ct
1�2. �4.6�

Using Ct � 1.6, as in Böhm (1992), (4.5) gives the
asymptotic values aRe,t � 1.46 and 1.02 for drops and
crystals, respectively. With Ct � 1.3, as in M96, we ob-
tain aRe,t � 1.57 and 1.09 for drops and crystals, respec-
tively. Our analytical limiting value bRe,t � 1/2 in (4.5)
is very close to M96 fit bRe � 0.499 at 1.56 � 105 
 X

 108 as well as our limit of aRe,t � 1.09 with Ct � 1.3
for the crystals compared to Mitchell’s fit aRe � 1.0865.
Thus, (4.5) can be used with a good accuracy to esti-
mate the asymptotic regimes of the fall velocities. The
Re–X relation reduces for X � Xsc and Ct � 1.6 to a
simple square root law

Re�X� �
1

�C0Ct�
1�2 X1�2 � 1.02X1�2. �4.7�

So, at large X 	 X2t, the turbulence correction with
Ct � 1.6 leads to a decrease by 1/C1/2

t � 1/1.265 in the
coefficient aRe,t in the power law (2.7) and, according to
(2.12), (2.13), in Vt. This decrease in Vt by �26% re-
moves the tendency noted by MH05 of the KC02
scheme to overestimate Re(X) and Vt by up to 30% for
large crystals and aggregates, and makes Re and veloc-
ities calculated with this scheme much closer to those
observed without empirical corrections as used in
MH05. Hence, these equations with turbulent correc-
tions yield description for the large aggregates equiva-
lent to MH05, and in addition, can be used up to very
large X 	 1012 and Re 	 106, in particular for large
hailstones, which is illustrated in section 6.

Turbulence does not change the asymptotic index
bRe,t, which determines the asymptotic behavior of
Re(X) in (2.6) and of Vt(D) in (2.12). Note, however,
that the correction �bRe and the coefficient bRe have a
minimum at moderately large X � (2–3) � 106, corre-
sponding to D � 0.3–2 cm for the large aggregates and
hail. The larger values of X  X2t � 108 may not be
reached by many crystal habits due to limitations to
their sizes, and their asymptotic behavior is determined
by the intermediate region of transition to turbulent
regime X1t 
 X 
 X2t as illustrated in section 6. Also,
at Re 	 105 or X 	 1010, the asymptotics (4.5) may
become invalid as the drag crisis is encountered, which
is considered in section 6b.

5. Corrections for temperature and pressure

The equations for Vt were derived above for fixed
values of pressure p, and temperature T. As seen from
(2.12)–(2.14), there are two kinds of dependencies of Vt

on p and T: 1) directly via � and �a in A�(p, T), and 2)
via dependence of aRe, bRe on X, which in turn depends
on p, T.

Consider first the direct � and �a dependence in
A�(p, T), which is defined in (2.13),

Vt � A��p, T� � ��1�2bRe��a
�bRe�1�. �5.1�

The value of � is almost independent of p (Pruppacher
and Klett 1997, hereafter PK97), and its temperature
dependence is �(T) � �0 � �(T), where �0 � 1.718 �
10�4 poise is the dynamic viscosity at 0°C, and

��T� � 1 � 0.002 85Tc � 6.9 �10�6Tc
2, Tc � 0�C,

�5.2a�

��T� � 1 � 0.002 85Tc, Tc � 0�C, and �5.2b�

Tc � T � 273.15 is the temperature in degrees Celsius
(PK97). Using these expressions with the equation of
state �a � p/(RaT), with Ra being the specific gas con-
stant for the dry air, and substituting into (5.2), we
obtain an expression for the velocity Vt at a height with
p, T to its value Vt0 a height with p � p0, and T � T0:

Vt�p, T� � CpTVt0, �5.3a�

CpT � � ��T�

��T0��
1�2bRe��a�p0, T0�

�a�p, T� �1�bRe

�5.3b�

����T��
1�2bRe�p0

p

T

T0
�1�bRe

. �5.3c�

The two asymptotic cases follow from (5.3c) and (4.1),
(4.5). For small sizes, the index bRe � 1, and 1 � 2bRe

� �1, 1 � bRe � 0, then the pressure or air density
dependencies in (5.3b, c) vanish, and Vt depends on the
temperature via weak function as

CpT � ���T���1 � ���p, T���0��1, �5.4�

and its decrease from 0° to �40°C is �12%. This is
confirmed by comparison of (5.4) to the Stokes limit for
the small particles (4.2), (4.3), and to this limit in Beard
(1980) where also Vt � ��1, which indicates the validity
of this CpT limit in the viscous regime.

For large sizes, according to (4.5), 1–2bRe � 0, and
1 � bRe � 0.5, then the dependence on �(T) or dy-
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namic viscosity � vanishes, and the p, T dependencies
are described by the square root law by �a or by p, T as

Vt�p, T� � cpT�Vt0,

cpT� � ���p0, T0�

��p, T� �1�2

��p0

p

T

T0
�1�2

. �5.5�

The dependence (5.5) can be obtained directly from
(2.4) assuming CD � const, coincides with the corre-
sponding limit in Beard (1980) and is typical of the
aerodynamic limit used in many numerical models for
precipitating species (e.g., Kessler 1969; Lin et al. 1983;
Rutledge and Hobbs 1983; Fowler et al. 1996). A com-
parison of (5.4) and (5.5) shows that the temperature
and pressure dependence of the fall speeds is substan-
tially different for the small (r � �30–40 �m or D �

60–80 �m) and large particles: the velocities of the
smaller fraction increase with increasing height much
slower than those of the large fractions. Hence, the
difference of fall speeds between the small and large
fractions increases with height. This increase between
the surface (1000 hPa and 0°C) and, for example, a
height with p � 300 hPa, T � �40°C is �12% for small
fraction (due to ��1) and 170% for the large fraction
according to (5.5). Accounting for this effect will lead to
acceleration of coagulation and accretion with growing
altitude, which depends on differential fall speeds be-
tween large and small particles.

The second kind of Vt variations with p and T due to
changes in X and aRe, bRe can be estimated using the
relations

�aRe�
�aRe

�X
�X, �bRe�

�bRe

�X
�X. �5.6�

For estimates of X variations, (2.4b) can be rewritten
using m–D, A–D relations (2.11), and equations for
�a(T) and �(T). Using Eqs. (2.7), (2.8) for aRe, bRe, we
performed both analytical and numerical evaluation of
these variations of Vt, which are 1–3 orders of magni-
tude smaller than the direct dependence described
above and therefore can be neglected.

So, (5.3a)–(5.3c) describe the dependence of Vt on
temperature and pressure with sufficient precision and
yield correct limits in both viscous and aerodynamic
regimes for small and precipitating fractions, respec-
tively. The accuracy of (5.3a)–(5.3c) for CpT correction
is illustrated in section 6f by a comparison with Beard’s
(1980) parameterization and with the direct numerical
calculations of Vt at various heights.

6. Results

In this section, this scheme is compared to the other
methods and to the experimental data. The features of

Re–X relation, drag coefficient, and of the coefficients
aRe and bRe are illustrated and this method is applied
for evaluation of fall velocities of various crystal habits,
which allows estimating its accuracy. For brevity, a
modification of the KC02 scheme performed in this pa-
per is referred to as KC05.

a. Re–X relation

Understanding the influence of turbulence on the
drag coefficient is explored through calculations of the
Re–X relation. Figure 1 shows the Re–X relation cal-
culated using (2.6)–(2.8) for various cases and illus-
trates the effect of turbulence. The uppermost curve
with open triangles describes rigid spheres or drops
without turbulence, calculated using the constants from
Abraham (1970) C0 � 0.29, 0 � 9.06. The curve cal-
culated for ice crystals without turbulence, using C0 �
0.6, 0 � 5.83 recommended by Böhm (1989, 1992), lies
lower than the curve for drops and is almost indistin-
guishable from the corresponding curve in Böhm (1989,
1992).

Calculations for both drops and crystals that include
the turbulent corrections (3.3)–(3.8) lead to a decrease
in Ret(X), asymptotically by a factor of �1/2 � 1/C1/2

t �
1/1.265. The curve calculated for the crystals with tur-
bulence (crosses) is very close to the corresponding
Re–X relation from Böhm (1992, hereafter B92; solid
diamonds) and to MH05 (the last curve is not shown
since it merges with KC05 and B92 curves).

FIG. 1. Re–X relation calculated using KC02 with C0, 0 for rigid
spheres or drops without turbulent correction (KC02; open tri-
angles), for spheres with corrections for turbulence and drag crisis
(KC05, solid triangles), with C0, 0 for crystals without turbulent
correction (KC05, open circles), and with this correction (KC05,
crosses), compared to Böhm (1992) without turbulent correction
(B92; open diamonds) and with correction (B92; solid diamonds).
The curves from MH05 (not shown) are very close to the corre-
sponding curves B92 and KC05.
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It was shown in Heymsfield (2003) and MH05 that
use of the upper curve from KC02 with C0, 0 for rigid
spheres or drops leads to an overestimation of Re(X)
and then of Vt for crystal aggregates, especially at large
D. However, this comparison here shows that our
power-law representation (2.6)–(2.8) of the Re–X rela-
tion, the same as in KC02 but with C0, 0 for crystals
and with turbulent correction, can be used for accurate
evaluation of crystal fall velocities.

b. The drag coefficient and crisis of drag

Figure 2 shows calculations of the drag coefficient CD

for rigid spheres and crystals using (2.4a) and Re(X)
from (2.6) to (2.8), with turbulent corrections (3.1)–
(3.7) and without the corrections. The results are com-
pared to the calculations of Böhm (1992), showing good
agreement. At small Re, the drag coefficient CD de-
creases with increasing Re as 24/Re (Stokes law). At Re
	 10–50, this decrease in CD continues but more slowly
leading to an asymptotic value for rigid spheres CD �
C0 � 0.29 without turbulent correction (crosses, the
curves B92 and KC02 are indistinguishable). However,
this behavior diverges with the experimental data (Lan-
dau and Lifshitz 1986), which show a minimum of CD at
Re �5 � 103, then CD increases to �0.5 and then be-
comes almost constant till Re �2 � 105.

These features are explained by the complex struc-
ture of the boundary layer. At Re  103, the boundary
layer surrounding the falling particle is becoming tur-
bulent and can be divided into three parts: the laminar
boundary layer in the front part of the sphere, then the
turbulent boundary layer farther downstream, and fi-
nally, the turbulent wake after the separation line. It
was noted by Beard (1980) that the relative maximum
CD � 0.5 between Re � 104 and 105 occurs because the
separation line moves upstream, but it is not described
by the Abraham’s theory, which assumes a constant
separation point. As Fig. 2 shows, the description is
improved with turbulent correction: CD increases at Re
	 2 � 103 to a larger value of CD � 0.29 � 1.6 � 0.47
(KC05, solid spheres) and merges with the experimen-
tal data. Thus, accounting for the turbulent corrections
allows describing this shift of separation line upstream
at Re  103, when the boundary layer becomes wider
increasing the drag.

An important and interesting feature of CD for rigid
spheres is an abrupt decrease at Recris �2 � 105 by a
factor of 4 to 5, which is referred to as the crisis of drag
(Landau and Lifshitz 1986). At Recris �2 to 3 � 105, the
separation line moves backward, and the turbulent
wake behind the body abruptly becomes much nar-
rower, causing the drag coefficient to decrease by a

factor of 4 to 5 (see Fig. 2). At Re 	 Recris, the sepa-
ration line begins to move upstream again, the bound-
ary layer becomes thicker and the drag increases. We
find that a continuous parameterization of this experi-
mental data on CD for rigid spheres up to Re 	 106 with
account for turbulence and the drag crisis can be for-
mulated as follows: (i) for Re 
 Recris �2 � 105, CD is
described by (2.4a) with Re(X) from (2.6) to (2.8), C0

and 0 for the spheres and turbulent corrections (3.1)–
(3.7); (ii) for Re  Recris, CD is described using these
same equations, but with a stepwise decrease of C0

from 0.29 to 0.12 near Recris(Xcris).
Figure 2 shows satisfactory agreement between the

values of CD calculated with these equations using the
values of parameters k � 2, Xcris � 4.8 � 1010, Ct � 1.6
(curve KC05, solid circles) and the experimental data
from Landau and Lifshitz (open circles) over the entire
region of Re up to 106. The asymptotic value at Re
�106 is CD � 0.12 � 1.6 � 0.19, close to the value given
in Landau and Lifshitz (1986).

Calculations with the same equations but with C0, 0

for the crystals and k � 1 shown in Fig. 2 yield greater
values of CD than that for the drops (KC05, open dia-

FIG. 2. Drag coefficient CD vs Reynolds number calculated for
the spheres and crystals by various methods. Rigid spheres, KC02
equations, and Böhm (1989) for spheres (B89, KC02, crosses; the
curves B89 and KC02 are indistinguishable); equations from this
work with turbulent correction and correction for drag crisis
(KC05, solid spheres); experimental data for rigid spheres from
Landau and Lifshitz (1986) (Landau, open circles); equations
from this work with parameters for crystals without turbulence
correction (KC05, open diamonds), Bohm’s equations without
turbulence (B92, open triangles), this work for crystals and tur-
bulent correction (KC05, crystal, turbulence, solid diamonds), and
the same case by Bohm’s equations (B92, solid triangles).
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monds). The same increase at Re 	 103 with account
for the turbulent correction (solid diamonds) leads to a
displacement of separation line forward, and CD is
again in a good agreement with Böhm (1992) without
and with turbulence (open and solid triangles), and
with the field data for graupel from Heymsfield and
Kajikawa (1987) [the last data not shown here but were
in a good agreement with Böhm’s (1992) calculations].
It is not clear whether the drag crisis regime can be
achieved for ice crystals falling in the atmosphere. For
the largest hailstones with D � 10 cm and Vt � 40 m s�1

(Matson and Huggins 1980; PK97), Re �3 � 105, which
exceeds Recris for drops. If the drag crisis occurs for
crystals near Recris �2 � 105 as for spheres, this may
mean an abrupt increase in Vt for large hailstones at D
� 10 cm; however if Recris for the crystals is greater, the
drag crisis may not occur for these sizes. This possible
occurrence should be verified experimentally. Note
that the drag crisis was encountered at Recris �3.2 � 105

in experiments using dropsondes with parachutes (H.
Cole 2004, personal communication), for which this
power-law formulation can be also used.

c. Turbulent corrections and application to
aggregates

The turbulent corrections are especially important
for crystal habits that may reach sizes D 	 1 cm, such as
aggregates and hailstones. The coefficient aRe(X) and
power index bRe(X) calculated with turbulent correc-
tions are shown in Figs. 3a,b as universal functions (in-
dependent of crystal type) of X. The values C0 � 0.6,
0 � 5.83 were used as for crystals in Böhm (1992),
M96, Heymsfield (2003), and MH05. Although Ct � 1.3
was used in M96 to match observations from Heyms-
field and Kajikawa (1987), we found that the value Ct �
1.6 recommended by Böhm (1992; based on observa-
tions of 60% increase in CD by turbulence) yields better
agreement for all considered crystal types. The coeffi-
cients aRe,t(X) and bRe,t(X) with turbulent corrections
exhibit a maximum and minimum respectively in the X
range 105–108 as compared to their smooth behavior
without turbulent corrections. This is caused by the
functions �bRe,t(D) and �t(D) defined by (3.5) and (3.7)
that are shown in Figs. 4a,b for the three crystal habits
as the functions of D. The m–D and A–D parameters �,
�, �, � in calculations were taken from M96 and MH05
for aggregates of thin plates, from M96 for hail, and

FIG. 3. (a) Coefficient aRe and (b) power index bRe as functions
of the Best parameter X with (solid circles) and without (open
circles) turbulent corrections.

FIG. 4. (a) Corrections �bRe,t to bRe and (b) � to aRe as a
function of D for aggregates of thin plates (solid circles), hail
(diamonds), and crystal aggregates observed in tropical cirrus dur-
ing TRMM described in Heymsfield (2003; open circles).
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from Heymsfield (2003) for crystal aggregates observed
in tropical cirrus in the field campaign during Tropical
Rain Measuring Mission (TRMM) near Kwajalein in
1999.

Although these turbulent corrections are universal
functions of X, they differ as functions of D because of
different crystal habits (parameters �–�). Figure 4a
shows that the correction �bRe,t calculated with (3.5)
has a minimum of �0.06 for all three crystal habits,
centered at D � 3 mm for hail, 1 cm for TRMM crys-
tals, and 2 cm for aggregates of thin plates. The location
of the minimum is determined by the X–D relation and
m–D, A–D relations: the denser a crystal, the smaller D
of minimum �bRe,t, as seen from the definition of X
(2.4b). Asymptotically, �bRe,t tends to zero at small and
large D, that is, turbulence does not effect asymptotic
values of the power index bRe. The correction �t(D)
begins with 1 at small D, reaches a maximum of 2.1 at
the same locations for these habits, and tends to the
asymptotic value �1/2 � 1/C1/2

t � 0.79 according to (3.7).
This explains why aRe(X) with turbulence tends in Fig.
3a to a smaller value than without turbulence.

The coefficients aRe and bRe are shown in Fig. 5 as
functions of D with and without the turbulence correc-
tions and are compared to the corresponding calcula-
tions from MH05. Figure 5 shows that all three curves
for aRe and bRe are close at values less than log10D �
3.7 (D � 0.5 cm). At higher values, the curves KC05
without turbulent correction begin to diverge from the
other two, while KC05 which account for turbulence
and MH05 remain sufficiently close until log10D � 4.4
(D � 2.5 cm). In the range D � 1 to 10 cm, the coef-
ficients aRe and bRe in KC05 with turbulence have, re-

spectively, local maximum of 1.48 (�50% greater than
the asymptotic) and minimum of 0.47 (smaller than the
asymptotic), both centered at D � 2.5 cm. This is
caused by the behavior of corrections �t and �bRe,t

shown in Fig. 4. At values greater than log10D � 5 (D
� 10 cm), coefficients aRe and bRe in KC05 scheme tend
to their asymptotic values with turbulence 1.02 and 0.5
defined by (4.5), and coefficients in MH05 scheme tend
to the larger and smaller values, respectively. Since the
aggregates larger than �5 cm are very rare in the at-
mosphere, the coefficients aRe and bRe in both schemes
MH05 and KC05 are sufficiently close.

These variations of aRe and bRe determine the be-
havior of the coefficients A�, B� of the velocity power
law shown in Figs. 6a,b. Coefficients calculated with
both schemes, KC05 and MH05, are close in the range
of log10D (�m) from 2 to 4.5, then begin to diverge.
However, the fall speeds (Fig. 6c) in both schemes are
very close up to log10D � 5 (D � 10 cm). The differ-
ence in Vt does exceed 4.2% up to D � 5 cm. Aggre-
gates of these sizes were observed in frontal systems
near 0°C (Lawson et al. 1998). Calculated fall speeds
are close in Fig. 6c to the field data on Vt by Locatelli
and Hobbs (1974) for aggregates of unrimed radiating
assemblages and aggregates of unrimed side planes.

An interesting feature of both KC05 and MH05
schemes is that they predict a decrease in Vt at D  1
cm. It is reached by subtracting an additional term from
the Böhm’s Re–X relation in the MH05 scheme [see
(2.15)], and by introducing the turbulent correction in
KC05 scheme. We used the values � � 1.8, � � 1.88
from Table 1 in M96 for these aggregates. If the asymp-
totic value is used without turbulent correction bRe � 0.5,

FIG. 5. (a) Coefficient of Re–X power-law relation (2.6)–(2.8) aRe; (b) power index bRe calculated for aggregates of thin plates as
functions of D with turbulent correction (KC05, solid circles), without correction (open circles), and compared to MH05 (diamonds).
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then (2.14) gives B� � 0.5 � (1.8–1.88 � 2) � 1 �
�0.04, predicting a decrease in Vt with increasing D.
However, this asymptotic and negative value of B� are
attained at unrealistically large D � 100 cm (Figs. 5b,
6b), and KC02 scheme without turbulence does not
predict such inverse behavior of Vt(D). The situation is
changed with account for turbulent correction: due to
negative �bRe (see Fig. 4a), B� becomes negative at D
� 1 to 10 cm, and Vt begins to decrease with D in this
region. A minimum bRe � 0.47 is reached much earlier,
at D � 2.5 cm. Evaluation again from (2.14) with these
�, � gives B� � �0.1 (Fig. 6b); that is, the fall speed
decreases with the maximum rate as Vt � D�0.1 near
this point. This decrease continues, although somewhat
slower, at larger D (Fig. 6c).

MH05 pointed out that this decrease of fall speeds

with increasing aggregates size would lead to a sup-
pressed gravitational aggregation, and noted that the
KC02 scheme with C0, 0 for the drops does not predict
this effect. However, as shown in Fig. 6c, the current
scheme yields Vt very close to the MH05 scheme (es-
pecially designed for aggregates) and predicts a de-
crease in fall speeds for the larger aggregates and sup-
pression of further aggregation.

Another comparison of the MH05 and KC05
schemes was performed for aggregates observed in
tropical cirrus during TRMM campaign (Heymsfield
2003) using the same values of the parameters from
Heymsfield (2003) as in Fig. 4. The Vt shown in Fig. 7
were calculated with KC05 scheme for the conditions of
experiment, and recalculated at pressure p � 1000 hPa,
using CpT correction (5.3c), and compared to the cor-

FIG. 6. (a) Coefficient A�, (b) power-law index B�, and (c)
fall velocity Vt for unrimed aggregates of thin plates calcu-
lated with Eqs. (2.13)–(2.15) of this work, C0, 0 for crystals,
with turbulent corrections (KC05, solid diamonds), and with-
out turbulent correction (KC05, open diamonds), compared
to A�, B� calculated in MH05 with modified equations of
KC02 (solid circles) and to the field data on Vt by Locatelli
and Hobbs (1974) for aggregates of unrimed radiating assem-
blages (crosses) and aggregates of unrimed side planes (aster-
isks).
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responding data in Heymsfield (2003), where calcula-
tions were performed with MH05 scheme. Figure 7 ex-
hibits good agreement between the two schemes. The
curve calculated with KC02 scheme using the same �, �,
�, � but C0, 0 for the drops (crosses) is shown for
comparison. However, as shown in Fig. 7, the current
scheme yields the same results for aggregates as the
MH05 scheme, the difference not exceeding 5%. The
fall speeds at these two heights are used in section 6f for
verification of the altitude correction (5.3c).

d. Other crystal habits

A comparison of the KC02–KC05 scheme with the
other schemes and experimental data for various crystal
habits is shown in Figs. 8–10. All calculations were per-
formed with C0, 0 for crystals and �–� parameters
were taken from Table 1 in M96. Note that for crystal
habits shown in Figs. 8–10, Re 
 103 and the turbulent
corrections are insignificant, so that actually the KC02
scheme is tested with C0, 0 for crystals. A very good
agreement of the KC02–KC05 scheme with M96 calcu-
lations and experimental data from Heymsfield and Ka-
jikawa (1987) is seen for hexagonal plates (Fig. 8), with
M96 calculations and field data from Locatelli and
Hobbs (1974) for rimed columns and dendrites (Fig. 9),
with M96 calculations and experimental data from
Heymsfield (1972) for hexagonal columns (Fig. 10), and
with experimental parameterization from Brown (1970)
and calculations from MH05 for plates with sector

branches (Fig. 10). Results for the other dendritic crys-
tals (plates with broad branches, stellars) are close to
those for sector branches and to those calculated in
MH05 for these crystal types. In accord with conclu-
sions from MH05, the agreement improved when incor-
porating new values of C0, 0 in the KC02 scheme for
the crystals.

This scheme could be applied for various snowflakes,
but it meets the problem of high variability of their
properties, in particular, habits and densities. This leads
sometimes to contradictive results. As an example, Ma-
gono and Nakamura (1965) predicted decrease of

FIG. 9. Fall velocities for densely rimed columns and dendrites
calculated with equations of KC02 or this work and C0, 0 param-
eters for crystals (KC02–KC05, solid triangles and circles) com-
pared to the field data by Locatelli and Hobbs (1974; open tri-
angles and circles).

FIG. 7. Fall velocities calculated with equations of this work
(KC05) and crystal parameters (�, �, �, �) from TRMM data by
Heymsfield (2003) for the conditions of experiment (solid dia-
monds) and for p � 1000 hPa (solid circles), compared to the
calculations from Heymsfield (2003), labeled H03 (open dia-
monds and circles). The difference does not exceed 5% at 1000
hPa. The curve calculated with KC02 scheme using the same �, �,
�, � but C0, 0 for the drops (crosses, aggregates/drops) and cited
by Heymsfield (2003) in Fig. 4 is given for comparison.

FIG. 8. Fall velocities of hexagonal plates calculated with equa-
tions of KC02 or this work and C0, 0 parameters for crystals
(KC02–KC05, solid circles) and by Mitchell (1996; open circles)
compared up to 12 mm, and parameterization by Heymsfield and
Kajikawa (1987) based on experimental data and extended to 2.2
mm (open triangles).
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snowflakes fall velocity as D�1/2 explained by the au-
thors by a significant density decrease with growing
size. In contrast, Jiusto and Bosworth (1971) observed
and parameterized velocity increase with size as D0.2.
This uncertainty in snowflakes properties and their high
variability indicates a necessity of their further studies,
in particular, parameterization of the A–D, m–D, and
density–D relations.

e. Hail

The final test of this scheme was performed with ap-
plication to hail. This crystal habit achieves the greatest
sizes, D � 10 cm, numbers Re �3 � 105, X � 1011, and
is especially sensitive to the turbulent corrections. Fig-
ure 11 shows that calculations with the KC05 scheme
and �–� parameters from M96 are again in very close
agreement with the experimental data for hailstones
from Matson and Huggins (1980, hereafter MH80), and
to M96 and Böhm (1992) who also used these experi-
mental data for comparison. The difference between
MH80 and KC05 with turbulence correction is less than
3.5% at D � 50 mm and 2% at D � 100 mm. Without
turbulent correction, Vt is 26% higher at D � 100 mm,
which is explained by the effect of turbulence described
by (4.4): accounting for turbulence leads to a reduction
in aRe and thereby in Vt by a factor of 1/C1/2

t � 1/1.26.
Figure 11 shows that our choice of Ct � 1.6 recom-
mended by Böhm (1992) leads to agreement with the
MH80 data. Note that the correction �(D) for hail lies
in the region of small D � 2–5 mm (see Fig. 4) and does
not lead to a noticeable effect in fall speeds at large
sizes in contrast to the aggregates (cf. with Fig. 6c).

f. Calculations of the altitude correction

The altitude or pressure–temperature correction
(5.3c) was verified by comparison with results from
Beard (1980), who fitted slopes of the measured or cal-
culated CD(Re) curves or from the similarity argu-
ments, and then parameterized by constructing an em-
pirical interpolation function CpT(Re) linear by ln(Re)
between the viscous CpT0 and aerodynamic CpT� limits
same as (5.4), (5.5), but with the stepwise constraints
CpT � CpT0 at Re 
 0.2, and CpT � CpT� at Re 	 103.
(Note that with our method, we did it in reverse order:
obtained first an analytical expression for CpT and then
its asymptotes). We performed calculations of CpT for
the same altitude variation as in Beard (1980) between
the reference level with p � 770 hPa, Tc � 0°C, and the
top of the atmosphere with p � 232 hPa, Tc � �55°C.
Figure 12a show that all four curves in the region 1 

Re 
 5 � 102 lie close, the difference slightly increasing
for smaller particles at Re �0.1 and around large Re
�103. The latter local maximum (absent on the curve
without turbulence) is caused by the turbulent correc-
tion in our scheme and allows explanation of experi-
mentally observed local increase in CpT near Re �103

that is not described by Beard’s monotonous function.
This agreement in the altitude correction indicates a
validity of our scheme, which provides a theoretical
justification and smoothing of Beard’s parameteriza-
tion.

Another test of (5.3c) for the CpT correction was per-
formed by comparing its values calculated with (5.3c)
and bRe,t from (3.4) for crystal aggregates in tropical

FIG. 10. Fall velocities for hexagonal columns (solid triangles)
and plates with sector branches (solid circles) calculated with
equations of this work and compared to experimental data for
columns from Heymsfield (1972) adapted in Mitchell (1996)
(H72–M96, open triangles) and parameterization of Brown 1970
(B70) for plates cited in M96 and MH05 (open circles).

FIG. 11. Terminal velocity of hailstones Vt calculated with equa-
tions from this work, 0 and C0 for crystals, and Ct � 1.6 with
turbulent correction (KC05, solid circles) and without correction
(diamonds) compared to the experimental data from MH80 (open
circles). The difference between KC05 with turbulence and MH80
is less than 3.5% at D � 50 mm and 2% at D � 100 mm; Vt

without turbulent correction is higher by 26% at D � 100 mm.
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cirrus (Heymsfield 2003) with the direct calculation of
the velocities ratio CpT � Vt(p, T)/Vt(p � 1000, T �
�5°C) calculated with the equations of sections 2 and 3
(see Fig. 7). Figure 12b shows that both methods give
very close results over the entire D range, where the
CpT correction significantly varies with D between the
viscous and aerodynamic limits (5.4), (5.5).

7. Summary and conclusions

This paper extends our previous research (Khvoro-
styanov and Curry 2002) on developing a power-law
representation for the terminal velocities of hydro-
meteors with coefficients that are continuous analytical
functions over the particle size spectrum. In particular,
we improve the results of the KC02 parameterization
for larger particles (e.g., aggregates and hail), and show
that the further empirical corrections to the KC02
scheme are not needed. The results of this paper are
summarized briefly below.

1) The KC02 parameterization is refined (a) by using
more precise parameters for the ice crystals (the
drag coefficient for the potential flow and the
boundary layer depth) with account for the surface
roughness, and (b) by introducing turbulent correc-
tions into the drag coefficient using Böhm’s (1992)
interpolation function.

2) The turbulent corrections are formulated analyti-
cally in terms of the Reynolds number, coefficients
of the Re–X power law, and the terminal velocity
power law.

3) This modification of the KC02 scheme is applicable
for high values of X and Re, provides a smooth
analytical description of both power laws up to X 	
1012 and Re 	 106 without negative coefficients, and
has correct asymptotic limits for both small and
large particles, which are found analytically. In ap-
plication for a particular case of snow aggregates,
where X does not exceed 107 for the largest par-
ticles, our new scheme yields the results very close to
the parameterization by MH05 and confirms it va-
lidity in the entire size range of the aggregates.

4) In the large particle limit, the turbulent correction
leads to a decrease of the terminal velocity by the
factor 1/C1/2

t , or by �30% with Ct � 1.6 recom-
mended by Böhm (1992), which removes the ten-
dency of the KC02 scheme, noted by MH05, to over-
estimate fall speeds by up to 30% for large aggre-
gates.

5) The new scheme predicts that besides the limits for
small and large sizes, there is an intermediate region
of X � 106, where the coefficients of the Re–X
power law have local minima and maxima. This
leads to the local minimum and negative values in
the velocity power law index for aggregates, and
causes a decrease in terminal velocity with increas-
ing aggregate size in the region D � 1–10 cm, ham-
pering further aggregation. This feature is similar to
that predicted by the MH05 scheme, but results here
from the turbulent corrections.

6) An analytical correction is derived for the altitude
(or temperature and pressure) dependence of ter-
minal velocities, which is size-dependent and con-
verts into correct viscous and aerodynamic limits for
small and large particles, respectively. The deriva-
tion here is different from that in Beard (1980), but
provides similar (and smoother) results. The alti-
tude correction predicts higher velocity increase
with altitude for the large particles and increase in
velocity difference between large and small particles
with increasing height, and implies acceleration of
coagulation and accretion growth of cloud particles.

FIG. 12. The altitude (pressure–temperature) correction. (a)
Calculations using (5.3c) for crystals with turbulence (KC05, solid
diamonds) and without turbulence (KC05, open triangles),
Beard’s (1980) general parameterization (open circles), calcula-
tions for spheres (solid circles) and some experimental points
from Beard (1980) located higher than Beard’s parameterization
(asterisks); (b) correction C(p, T ) for tropical cirrus aggregates as
in Fig. 7 calculated from (5.3c) and as the ratio Vt(p, T )/Vt(p �
1000, T � �5°C).
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7) The results of the new scheme are verified by com-
parison with experimental data and other theoreti-
cal schemes. The accuracy of our modified scheme is
found to be sufficiently high, the difference with the
experimental data is generally within a few percent.

The scheme uses nine parameters of three types: (a)
constants for the boundary layer, C0, 0 (different for
drops and crystals); (b) parameters of the interpolation
function between laminar and turbulent regime, Ct, k,
and X0; and (c) parameters of the m–D and A–D rela-
tions, �, �, �, �. The parameters of types (a) and (b) are
known and predetermined from aerodynamic experi-
ments. Parameters of type (c) are based on the physical
properties of the particles, obtained from Table 1 in
Mitchell (1996), and from Heymsfield (2003) for aggre-
gates in tropical cirrus.

Thus, our scheme is theoretically based and does not
contain any parameters that are tuned to observed ter-
minal velocities. The major skill in its applications for
any crystal habit is in the right choice of the �–� pa-
rameters, which are based on the parameterization of
the crystal physical properties. These parameters are
available for many crystal habits as cited in the text;
however, they are often contradictory among different
sources and further studies are needed for their refine-
ment and generalization, such as in Mitchell (1996).
Unfortunately, data on the height- or temperature- and
pressure-dependence of the fall speeds of various crys-
tal habits are still scarce, and their collection is needed
to verify the theoretical parameterizations.

The scheme described here can be applied directly in
cloud models with bin-resolved microphysics, and can
be used for development of fall speed parameterization
averaged over the size spectra of various species in the
bulk microphysical models and GCMs. An example of
such a parameterization was given in KC02 for rain in
application to the Colorado State University (CSU)
GCM (Fowler et al. 1996). Another applications may
include remote sensing similar to Sassen (1980), Ma-
trosov and Heymsfield (2000) or analytical parameter-
izations of the drop and crystal size spectra where pa-
rameters of the gamma distributions directly contain
parameters of the fall speed power law (e.g., Mitchell
1988, 1994; Khvorostyanov and Curry 1999a,b).
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APPENDIX

List of Symbols

A Projected cross-sectional area
A� Coefficient in the velocity power law
aRe Coefficient in the Re–X relation
bRe Power index in the Re–X relation
B� Power index in the velocity power law
C0 Drag coefficient for potential flow
C1 � 4/(2

0C1/2
0 ) Constant in equations

CD Drag coefficient
CpT Pressure and temperature correction to

the fall velocity
Ct Asymptotic value of the turbulent cor-

rection to CD in (3.1), (3.2)
D Particle diameter or maximum length
Dsc Scaling diameter that separates poten-

tial and aerodynamic flows
FD Drag force
Fb Buoyancy force
g Acceleration of gravity
k Power index in the interpolation func-

tion �(X) (3.2) for CD

m Mass of a drop or a crystal
mg Gravitational force
Re Reynolds number
Recris Reynolds number for the onset of drag

crisis for rigid spheres
r Droplet or crystal radius
Vt Terminal velocity
�b Body volume
X Best (or Davies) number
X0 Scaling Best parameter in the turbu-

lence interpolation function (3.2)
Xcris Best number for the onset of drag crisis

for rigid spheres
Xsc Scaling Best number that separates po-

tential and aerodynamic flows
� Coefficient in mass–dimension relation
� Power index in mass–dimension rela-

tion
� Coefficient in area–dimension relation
 Boundary layer depth
0 Coefficient in the similarity relation for

the boundary layer depth 
� Fluid (air) dynamic viscosity
� ��/�F Fluid (air) kinematic viscosity
�a, �i, �w, Densities of air, ice, water
�b, �F, Densities of the body and fluid
� Power index in area–dimension relation
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